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Abstract— Federated learning (FL) is capable of performing1

large distributed machine learning tasks across multiple edge2

users by periodically aggregating trained local parameters. To3

address key challenges of enabling FL over a wireless fog-cloud4

system (e.g., non-i.i.d. data, users’ heterogeneity), we first propose5

an efficient FL algorithm based on Federated Averaging (called6

FedFog) to perform the local aggregation of gradient parameters7

at fog servers and global training update at the cloud. Next,8

we employ FedFog in wireless fog-cloud systems by investigating9

a novel network-aware FL optimization problem that strikes the10

balance between the global loss and completion time. An iterative11

algorithm is then developed to obtain a precise measurement12

of the system performance, which helps design an efficient13

stopping criteria to output an appropriate number of global14

rounds. To mitigate the straggler effect, we propose a flexible15

user aggregation strategy that trains fast users first to obtain16

a certain level of accuracy before allowing slow users to join17

the global training updates. Extensive numerical results using18

several real-world FL tasks are provided to verify the theoretical19

convergence of FedFog. We also show that the proposed co-design20

of FL and communication is essential to substantially improve21

resource utilization while achieving comparable accuracy of the22

learning model.23

Index Terms— Distributed learning, edge intelligence, fog com-24

puting, federated learning, hierarchical fog/cloud, inner approx-25

imation, resource allocation.26

I. INTRODUCTION27

NOWADAYS, Internet-connected devices are often28

equipped with advanced sensors that allow them29

to collect and store large amounts of data locally. This30

combined with the high computing capability of edge31

devices promotes the fog-cloud computing paradigm which32

brings data processing, storage, and intelligent control to33
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the proximity of the network edge [1]. Besides, emerging 34

technologies (e.g., autonomous driving, industry automation) 35

are relying heavily on data-driven machine learning (ML) 36

approaches to enable near real-time applications [2]. However, 37

traditional ML models, which require that all local data is 38

sent to a centralized server for model training, may not be 39

practical due to high round-trip delays, energy constraints 40

and privacy-sensitive concerns of edge devices. Fortunately, 41

distributed ML is practically suited for the fog-cloud 42

computing, which aims at leveraging the advantages of the 43

increasing storage and computing capabilities of edge devices 44

to train ML models while keeping device datasets local. 45

Federated learning (FL) is an emerging distributed ML 46

framework that can address many challenges in implementing 47

ML over networks [3], [4]. The most widely used and effective 48

FL algorithm is Federated Averaging (FedAvg) [5]. The FL 49

optimization is commonly solved by an iterative procedure, 50

where each iteration includes local training update and global 51

aggregation. In particular, in each global round, edge devices 52

compute local updates based on their available datasets, typi- 53

cally using gradient descent methods, which are sent back to 54

the sever for global aggregation. Then, the server updates the 55

new global model and broadcasts it to all devices to start the 56

next global round of training. The main advantage of FedAvg 57

over traditional distributed ML algorithms is that each device 58

runs a series of local updates before communicating with the 59

server. This process results in less global updates and reduced 60

communication costs [5]–[7]. 61

A. Related Works 62

In this section, we focus on the literature review of FL 63

algorithm and wireless FL performance optimization. 64

1) FL and Challenges: Inspired by FedAvg, FL has 65

attracted considerable attention in recent years in the ML 66

community (see a comprehensive survey in [8]). Several 67

works have attempted to address the main challenges of FL 68

(e.g., non independently and identically distribute (non-i.i.d.) 69

data among devices and resource constraints) for improving 70

communication-efficiency [9]–[11], incentive mechanism [12], 71

privacy-preserving [13], [14], and guaranteeing fairness [15] 72

and robustness [16]. However, these works mainly focused on 73

characterizing and optimizing the FL performance on over- 74

simplified and/or unrealistic communication models, and the 75

impact of wireless factors on FL is often not taken into 76

account. 77
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2) Wireless FL: Recently, there has been an increasing78

effort in designing communications protocols and computa-79

tional aspects of the FL implementation in wireless networks.80

To improve the convergence speed of FL algorithms, schedul-81

ing policies were proposed in [17], where only a portion of82

users (UEs) are scheduled for updates at each global round.83

The authors in [18] investigated the impact of various quan-84

tization and transmission methods for wireless FL. Various85

join FL model and radio resource allocation schemes have86

been proposed in [19]–[21] to minimize either the global87

loss function or the training time. While many works have88

focused on efficient wireless communications between the89

server and UEs to support FL [22]–[24], it is still challenging90

to employ them in distributed environments due to the causal91

setting (i.e., the loss value and associated costs of future92

rounds are not available in advance). Notably, Mahmoudi et93

al. [25] developed an iterative distributed algorithm which94

characterizes the end-to-end delay as the per-iteration cost.95

Liu et al. [26] proposed a client-edge-cloud hierarchical FL96

algorithm, called HierFAVG, which allows performing partial97

model aggregation at edge servers to improve communication-98

efficiency. However, the realistic cost function taking into99

account completion time was not considered in these works,100

and also, computation and wireless factors (i.e., the transmit101

power, UEs’ CPU clock speed and bandwidth coefficients)102

were not jointly optimized.103

3) Hierarchical FL-Supported Fog-Cloud Networks:104

Despite its potential, there have been only a few attempts to105

improve the resource utilization of FL-supported fog-cloud106

networks in the literature. Specifically, the authors in [27]107

recently introduced a new architecture, called Fog Learning108

(FogL), which leverages the multi-layer network structure of109

fog computing to handle ML tasks. This work was extended110

in [28] to develop a multi-stage hybrid model training, which111

incorporates multi-stage parameter relaying across networks112

layers. The work in [29] proposed FogFL to reduce energy113

consumption and communication latency, where fog nodes114

act as local aggregators to share location-based information115

for applications with the similar environment. By taking into116

account both the computational and communication costs,117

it was shown in [30] that the network-aware optimization118

greatly reduces the cost of model training. Very recently, the119

authors in [31] and [32] studied a general cost optimization120

of energy consumption and delay minimization within one121

global iteration. However, the model training was not jointly122

optimized in the global cost minimization. Wen et al. [33]123

proposed a joint design of the scheduling and resource allo-124

cation scheme in an hierarchical federated edge learning,125

allowing a subset of helpers to upload their updated gradients126

in each round of the model training. A privacy-preserving FL127

in fog computing was also proposed in [34], requiring each128

device to meet different privacy to resist data attacks. Here129

our focus is the effects of communication and edge devices’130

computation capability in realistic causal settings.131

4) Straggler Effect in FL: is a major bottleneck in imple-132

menting FL over wireless networks, i.e., when a user has poor133

channel quality and significantly low computation capability,134

resulting in higher training time. The promising approaches135

to mitigating the straggler effect include user sampling [5], 136

[23], [35] and user selection [36]–[38], which require only a 137

subset of users to participate in the training process. However, 138

to the best of our knowledge, these works neither consider 139

a co-design between model training and communication nor 140

simultaneously minimize associated training costs. 141

B. Research Gap and Main Contributions 142

Despite the potential benefits offered by FL, there are still 143

several inherent challenges in implementing hierarchical FL 144

over wireless fog-cloud networks, including but not limited 145

to high communication costs, heterogeneity of edge devices 146

(both datasets and computational capabilities), limited wireless 147

resources and straggler effects. Though in-depth results of 148

optimizing communication for FL were presented in [17]– 149

[24], [31], [32], [37], they are not very practical for the 150

actual implementation because the unique characteristics of 151

the federated environment have not been fully addressed 152

in these works. Moreover, it is often considered that the 153

communication and model training are optimized separately 154

[20], [22], [23], [26], [31], [32], [37]. Joint learning and 155

communication [19] is done in the sense that all local losses 156

are available at the server in advance, which violates the FL 157

principle. We show in this paper that communication and FL 158

model training should be optimized on different time scales 159

in each global round. In [19], [20], [22]–[24], the upper 160

bound on the convergence of FL algorithms is characterized 161

by providing the trade-off between the convergence rate and 162

number of global aggregations, which is commonly known in 163

ML literature, but not taking into the cost of model training. 164

Although the higher the number of global aggregations, the 165

lower the training loss that can be obtained, the associated cost 166

increases significantly. This phenomenon promotes a co-design 167

of hierarchical FL and communication that strikes a good 168

balance between the accuracy of the learning model and the 169

running cost. In particular, the co-design should provide an 170

adequate number of global rounds with minimal completion 171

time while still guaranteeing the comparable accuracy of the 172

FL model. 173

In this paper, we propose a novel network-aware opti- 174

mization framework to enable hierarchical FL over a cloud- 175

fog system, taking into account all the issues mentioned 176

previously. In the considered system, the cloud server (CS) 177

and fog servers (FSs) do not have access to the UEs’ local 178

datasets, thus preserving data privacy. The main goal is to 179

minimize the global loss function and completion time in 180

a single framework, two prime objectives in FL algorithms, 181

which are conflicting. A direct application of an offline algo- 182

rithm to solve such a problem is inapplicable as it requires 183

complete information at the beginning of the training process, 184

which is impractical in federated settings. Towards a realistic 185

causal setting, we decompose the network-aware optimization 186

problem into two sub-problems, namely the hierarchical FL 187

and resource allocation, which are executed in different time 188

slots. The FedFog is capable of performing a flexible user 189

aggregation which allows fewer UEs to participate in the train- 190

ing process in each round, resulting in low completion time. 191
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The convergence of FedAvg with partial user participation has192

been studied in [35]. Our main contributions are summarized193

as follows:194

• We first propose an efficient FL algorithm for a fog-cloud195

system (called FedFog) based on FedAvg framework [5].196

Acting as a participant, each FS plays the role of a local197

aggregator that collects the local gradient parameters198

trained at UEs and then forwards them to CS for global199

training update, reducing network traffic of backhaul links200

between FSs and CS. Compared to [26], we explicitly201

provide the new convergence upper bound of FedFog with202

a learning rate decay, taking into account non-i.i.d. data203

and stochastic noise of the random sampling of mini-204

batchs.205

• We formulate a novel network-aware FL problem for206

wireless fog-cloud systems by jointly optimizing the207

transmit power, UEs’ CPU clock speed and bandwidth208

coefficients whose goal is to minimize the global loss209

and completion time in a single framework while meeting210

UEs’ energy constraints. To solve the resource allocation211

sub-problem of of join computation and communica-212

tion, we develop a simple yet efficient path-following213

procedure based on inner approximation (IA) frame-214

work [39], in which newly convex approximated func-215

tions are derived to tackle nonconvex constraints.216

• We characterize the discrete convex property of the gen-217

eral cost function to design a stopping criteria to produce218

a desirable number of global rounds without an additional219

cost. We then propose the network-aware optimization220

algorithm that solves the FL and communication prob-221

lems in a distributed fashion.222

• To further mitigate the straggler effect, we relax the223

objective function to favor strong UEs. Then, we deter-224

mine a time threshold that allows collecting only local225

gradient parameters of strong UEs. Once a certain accu-226

racy level is reached, the time threshold is increased to227

allow slower UEs to join the training process, thereby228

reducing completion time without compromising the229

learning accuracy.230

• We empirically evaluate the performance of the proposed231

algorithms using real datasets. The results show that the232

FedFog-based algorithms can improve network resource233

utilization while achieving good performance in terms of234

convergence rate and accuracy of the learning model.235

Paper Organization and Mathematical Notations: The rest236

of this paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries and def-237

initions are described in Section II. The proposed FedFog238

and the expected convergence rate are given in Section III.239

The network-aware optimization algorithms are presented in240

Section IV. Numerical results are analyzed in Section V, while241

conclusions are draw in Section VI. The main notations and242

symbols are summarized in Table I.243

II. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS244

A. Wireless Fog-Cloud Computing Model245

A generic fog-cloud computing architecture consists of three246

layers [34], [40], as illustrated in Fig. 1.247

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF MAIN NOTATIONS AND SYMBOLS

Fig. 1. A generic architecture of wireless fog-cloud systems.

• Cloud layer contains large-scale cloud data cen- 248

ters (CDCs) equipped with powerful processing units, 249

providing off-premise computing services to IoT users 250

(or UEs for short). In the context of FL, CS is mainly 251

responsible to collect local models generated by IoT UEs 252

to produce a new global model, which is then sent back 253

to them through FSs to start a new training round. 254

• Fog layer comprises a set of FSs deployed close to IoT 255

UEs that can perform local data processing services. 256

Each FS acts as a local aggregator to exchange the 257

model between CS and UEs, which is connected to a 258

base station (BS) via the wired backhaul link, while BS 259

communicates to its UEs through wireless links. 260

• User layer deploys a large number of IoT UEs collected 261

measurement data from the environment that is used to 262

train ML algorithms. Since IoT UEs are placed in the 263

vicinity of their FSs, allowing each UE to transmit the 264

trained parameters to its FS for local aggregations that 265
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can obtain low-latency high quality-of-experience (QoE)266

of IoT UEs.267

We consider a fog-cloud network consisting of a set268

I � {1, 2, . . . , I} of I fog servers (each fog server already269

associated with one BS) and a set J � {1, 2, . . . , J} of270

J UEs. We assume that FS i ∈ I serves a separate set271

Ji � {1, 2, . . . , Ji} of Ji UEs with J =
�

i∈I Ji, and272

each UE is associated with one FS only. In addition, one273

learning process (i.e., the entire implementation of an FedFog274

algorithm until convergence) requires G global rounds, each275

with the same number of local updates, L. Let us denote276

G � {0, 1, . . . , G − 1} and L � {0, 1, . . . , L − 1} as the277

sets of G global rounds and L local iterations, respectively.278

The number of global and local iterations may depend on the279

specific ML application.280

We denote user j ∈ Ji associated with FS i ∈ I by UE281

(i, j), which collects a local input data set Dij of Dij = |Dij |282

data samples. Considering non-i.i.d. distributed data across the283

network, we assume that Dij ∩ Di�j� = ∅, ∀(i, j) �= (i�, j�).284

Each element xd ∈ Dij is an input sample vector with q >285

1 features. In a typical learning algorithm, we use (xd, yd) to286

express the data sample d, where yd ∈ R is the output (label)287

for the sample xd.288

Remark 1: In general, it is possible for each UE to forward289

its local model to more than one FSs to reduce the UL290

communication delay. However, this will likely lead to a291

case where some UEs may not be willing to share their292

proprietary information (i.e., computational capability and293

battery level) to strange FSs that will be used to optimize294

system performance. In the proposed scheme, FS i can be seen295

as a trusted fog server to a group of Ji UEs based on their296

prior agreement, which further alleviates privacy concerns297

of data sharing. In many FL applications (e.g., healthcare298

industry, FinTech, insurance sector and IoT), FSs are often299

deployed by private organizations to keep their privacy and300

data preserved.301

B. Federated Learning Model302

Definition 1: Throughout the paper, the model produced303

by FSs and UEs is referred to as “local aggregation model”304

and “local model,” respectively, while that averaged at CS is305

called “global model.”306

1) Local Loss Function: Following the commonly used307

FL framework [4], [5], the main goal is to jointly learn the308

global model parameter w ∈ R
q (e.g., a neural network or309

support vector machine [23], [41]) that produces the output310

yd given the input sample xd through the local loss function311

f(w,xd, yd) [4]. On the local data set, the loss function at UE312

(i, j) can be generally defined as313

Fij(w|Dij) � 1
Dij

�
d∈Dij

f(w,xd, yd). (1)314

2) The Federated Learning Problem: Since the overall data315

distributions on UEs are unknown, we consider the empirical316

loss function across the entire network data set D = ∪i,jDij ,317

defined as318

F (w|D) �
�

i∈I
�

j∈Ji
Fij(w|Dij)

J
. (2)319

The aim of the common FL algorithms is to find the optimal 320

model w∗ that minimizes the global loss value of the following 321

optimization problem: 322

w∗ = arg min
w∈Rq

F (w|D). (3) 323

To achieve this in a distributed fashion, problem (3) is sepa- 324

rately decomposed into J independent sub-problems that can 325

be solved locally at UEs. Here, we directly adopt FedAvg [5] 326

which iteratively minimizes the local loss (2) using gradient 327

descent technique before communicating with CS for global 328

update. The key steps of FedAvg training procedure used 329

for the considered fog-cloud system can be summarized as 330

follows: 331

1) Global model downloading: At the start of global round 332

g, CS broadcasts the latest global model wg to all FSs, 333

and then FS i broadcasts wg to Ji UEs, ∀i ∈ I. 334

2) Local training update: UE (i, j) sets wg
ij,0 := wg

335

and then updates the local parameters for L > 1 local 336

iterations as 337

wg
ij,�+1 := wg

ij,� − ηg∇Fij(wg
ij,�|Dij), 338

� = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1 (4) 339

where ηg > 0 is the step size (learning rate), which is 340

often decreased over time. 341

3) Local model uploading: UE (i, j) with j ∈ Ji sends 342

wg
ij,L back to FS i, ∀i ∈ I, and then FS i forwards wg

ij,L 343

to CS for averaging. 344

4) Global training update at CS: CS performs global 345

training update as 346

wg+1 :=

�
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

wg
ij,L

J
. (5) 347

5) Set g := g + 1 and repeat Steps 1-4 until convergence. 348

Compared to prior works [19]–[24], one of the key chal- 349

lenges here is how FSs can efficiently convey trained local 350

models to CS while ensuring convergence. We note that 351

forwarding all local models from FSs to CS (e.g., [22], [37] in 352

the context of cell-free networks) will increase the backhaul 353

overhead traffic, which becomes prohibitive in a large-scale 354

system. The proposed approach for local aggregations will be 355

discussed in the sequel. 356

III. FedFog: PROPOSED FEDERATED LEARNING 357

ALGORITHM DESIGN 358

We first develop the FedFog algorithm (Section III-A) and 359

then provide a detailed convergence analysis (Section III-B). 360

A. Proposed FedFog Algorithm Design 361

Similar to the extension of FedAvg to the fog-cloud system 362

presented in Section II-B, the training procedure of the pro- 363

posed FedFog algorithm is detailed in Fig. 2. With the latest 364

global model wg at round g, UE (i, j) computes L gradient 365

updates on the local data. FSs aggregate the received local 366

gradient parameters, and then convey them to CS to update 367

the new global model wg+1, which is then sent back to UEs 368

through FSs to begin a new global round. The dimension of 369

learning parameter vectors is the same for every layer. 370
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Fig. 2. One FedFog update between global rounds g and g + 1.

1) Local Gradient Update: In FedFog, UEs will send their371

gradient parameters to FSs and CS, instead of the trained local372

models in (4). When the amount of (local) training data is373

large, it is often impractical for IoT UEs to compute local374

updates with the full batch gradient using deterministic gra-375

dient descent (DGD). Unlike DGD in [26], we use stochastic376

gradient descent (SGD) method to compute the gradient on377

mini-batches. Let Bgij,� be the mini-batch with size B = |Bgij,�|,378

randomly sampled from Dij of UE (i, j) at the �-th local379

iteration of round g. The local parameter estimates in (4) for380

UE (i, j) is revised accordingly as381

wg
ij,�+1 :=wg

ij,�−ηg∇Fij(w
g
ij,�|B

g
ij,�), �=0, 1, . . . , L− 1382

(6)383

where the stochastic gradient is computed by384

∇Fij(wg
ij,�|B

g
ij,�) :=

1
B

�
d∈Bg

ij,�

∇f(wg
ij,�,xd, yd). (7)385

For unbiased estimate of gradient, the condition386

E{∇Fij(wg
ij,�|B

g
ij,�)} = ∇Fij(wg

ij,�|Dij) should be satisfied.387

In particular, the mini-batch for each UE changes for every388

local iteration but its size is fixed during the whole training389

process. The total stochastic gradient updates of UE (i, j) at390

round g is391

Δwg
ij �

�
�∈L

∇Fij(wg
ij,�|B

g
ij,�) (8)392

which also implies that wg
ij,L − wg

ij,0 = −ηgΔwg
ij .393

2) Local Aggregation and Global Update: After L local394

updates, FS i will periodically aggregate gradient parameters395

as:396

Δwg
i :=

�
j∈Ji

�
�∈L

∇Fij(wg
ij,�|B

g
ij,�) =

�
j∈Ji

Δwg
ij . (9)397

All FSs then send their aggregated gradient parameters to CS398

for averaging (i.e., global training update), as commonly done:399

wg+1 := wg − ηg
�

i∈I
�

j∈Ji
Δwg

ij

J
400

= wg − ηg
�

i∈I Δwg
i

J
. (10)401

Once wg+1 is calculated, it will be sent back to UEs to402

start a new global round. The proposed FedFog algorithm is403

summarized in Algorithm 1. We have the following remarks:404

• Similar to the literature on FL, our method does not405

require UEs to transfer their raw data to FSs and CS,406

Algorithm 1 FedFog: Proposed Federated Learning for Fog-
Cloud Systems
1: Input: L, G, I , Ji, and Dij , ∀i, j
2: Initial parameters at CS: Initialize the global model w0 and

learning rate η0

3: for g = 0, 1, . . . , G− 1 do
4: CS broadcasts wg to all FSs
5: for i ∈ I in parallel do
6: FS i broadcasts wg to Ji UEs
7: for j ∈ Ji in parallel do
8: Overwrite wg

ij,0 := wg

9: for � = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1 do
10: UE (i, j) randomly samples a new mini-batch Bg

ij,� with
size B and computes the gradient ∇Fij(w

g
ij,�|B

g
ij,�)

11: end for
12: UE (i, j) sends Δwg

ij �
�

�∈L∇Fij(w
g
ij,�|B

g
ij,�) to FS i

13: end for
14: FS i aggregates all gradient parameters Δwg

i :=�
j∈Ji

Δwg
ij and then forwards it to CS for averaging

15: end for
16: CS performs global training update wg+1 := wg −

ηg
�

i∈I Δw
g
i

J
17: end for
18: Output: Final global model wG

improving privacy of training data and eliminating com- 407

munication overhead. 408

• In the proposed FedFog, the main challenge is to compute 409

the global training update at CS, as given in (10). 410

In FL with one server and multiple UEs [19], [20], 411

[23], local models will be uploaded directly from UEs 412

to the server. This, however, is prohibitive in fog-cloud 413

systems, where CS is often located away from end UEs. 414

The reasons are two-fold: i) It may require extremely 415

high energy consumption of UEs to transmit their local 416

models via wireless links, even not possible to reach the 417

main server due to UEs’ limited-battery; 2) It may also 418

cause heavy-communication burdens and high-latency 419

communications due to a very large number of uploading 420

parameters and long-distance transmission. In addition, 421

if each FS naively forwards all received gradient parame- 422

ters to CS then it will induce very high network traffic, 423

especially with a large number of UEs. In this regard, 424

the local aggregation at FSs given in (9) will result in 425

a learning parameter vector with the same dimension 426

for every layer while still guaranteeing the theoretical 427

performance. 428

• In general, a very large value of L will cause the local 429

models to converge only to an optimal solution of their 430

local loss functions [10], while a very small value of L 431

will result in high communication costs. In this paper, 432

an appropriate value of L will be numerically evaluated, 433

and it is assumed to be predefined in our design. 434

• The optimal value G∗ of global rounds is generally 435

unknown in federated settings. In Section IV, we will 436

consider a stopping criteria based on gradient parameters 437

received at CS which will help not only reduce comple- 438

tion time but also save UEs’ energy consumption. 439
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B. Convergence Analysis440

To facilitate the analysis, we make the following common441

assumptions and additional definition to the loss function.442

Assumption 1: For Fij(w), ∀i ∈ I and j ∈ Ji, we assume443

that: i) Fij(w) is λ-strongly convex, i.e. Fij(w) ≥ Fij(w̄) +444


∇Fij(w̄),w−w̄�+ λ
2 �w−w̄�2, ∀w, w̄; and ii) Fij(w) is μ-445

smooth (μ-Lipschitz gradient), i.e. �∇Fij(w) −∇Fij(w̄)� ≤446

μ�w − w̄�, ∀w, w̄.447

Assumption 2 (Bounded variance): For any � ∈ L and448

g ∈ G, the variance of the stochastic gradients at UE (i, j)449

is bounded as: E
���∇Fij(wg

ij,�|B
g
ij,�)−∇Fij(wg

ij,�|Dij)
��2�≤450

γ2
ij , ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji.451

Assumption 3: For any � ∈ L and g ∈ G, let δ be an upper452

bound of the expected squared norm of stochastic gradients,453

i.e. E
���∇Fij(wg

ij,�|B
g
ij,�)

��2�≤ δ2, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji.454

Assumption 1 is standard (see [9], [11], [19], [20], [35])455

used for the squared-SVM, logistic regression, and softmax456

classifier, while Assumptions 2 and 3 have been used in [9],457

[35], [42] to quantify the sampling noise.458

Definition 2: Let Assumption 1 hold. We quantify the het-459

erogeneity of the data distribution between UE (i, j) and other460

UEs by defining εij � Fij(w∗|Dij) − F ∗
ij , where F ∗

ij is the461

minimum local loss of UE (i, j). It is clear that εij is finite for462

strongly convex loss function, and εij = 0 if data distribution463

of clients are i.i.d.464

We first introduce additional notation and then provide465

key lemmas to support the proof of convergence. Moti-466

vated by [35], [42], let w̄g
�+1 be the average of one local467

update from all UEs, i.e., w̄g
�+1 � 1

J

�
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

�
wg
ij,� −468

ηg∇Fij(wg
ij,�|B

g
ij,�)

�
. For ∇F (w̄g

� ) � 1
J

�
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

469

∇Fij(wg
ij,�|B

g
ij,�), we have w̄g

�+1 = w̄g
� − ηg∇F (w̄g

� ).470

It is clear that w̄g+1 = wg+1, ∀g since it is accessible471

to all UEs, but not for w̄g
� , ∀�. In what follows, we use472

∇Fij(wg
ij,�) and ∇F̄ij(wg

ij,�) to denote ∇Fij(wg
ij,�|B

g
ij,�)473

and ∇Fij(wg
ij,�|Dij), respectively, for simplicity. It is clear474

that ∇F̄ij(wg
ij,�) = E{∇Fij(wg

ij,�)}. We now provide some475

intermediate results, whose proofs are given in Appendix A.476

Lemma 1 (The Expected Upper Bound of the Variance of477

the Stochastic Gradients): Let Assumption 2 hold. We have478

E

	�� �
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

1
J

�
∇Fij(wg

ij,�) −∇F̄ij(wg
ij,�)

���2



479

≤
�
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

γ2
ij

J2
, ∀�, g. (11)480

Lemma 2: Let Assumption 3 hold. The expected upper481

bound of the divergence of {wg
ij,�} is given as482

1
J

E

	 �
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

��w̄g
�−wg

ij,�

��2


≤(L− 1)Lη2

gδ
2, ∀�, g.483

(12)484

Lemma 3: Let Assumptions 1-3 hold. From Definition 2485

and if ηg ≤ 1/4μ, the expected upper bound of E{�w̄g
�+1 −486

Fig. 3. Illustration of the proposed scheme to support FedFog in one global
round over wireless fog-cloud systems.

w∗�2} is given as 487

E{�w̄g
�+1 − w∗�2} 488

≤ (1 − 0.5ληg)E{�w̄g
� − w∗�2} (13) 489

+ η2
gΩ̄

g
� +

2ηg
J

�
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

E{
�
F̄ij(w∗) − F̄ij(w̄

g
� )

�
} (14) 490

where Ω̄g� � (2 + λ/4μ)(L− 1)Lδ2 + 1
J2

�
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

γ2
ij + 491

6μ 1
J

�
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

εij . 492

Combining with the results from Lemmas 1-3, the convergence 493

of FedFog is stated in the following theorem. 494

Theorem 1: Let Assumptions 1-3 hold. Given the optimal 495

global model w∗, Q̄0 = E{�w0−w∗�2}, and the diminishing 496

learning rate ηg = 16
λ(g+1+ψ) , we can obtain the expected 497

upper bound of FedFog after G global rounds as 498

E{�wG − w∗�2} ≤
max

�
ψ2Q̄0, 162

λ2 GΘ
�

(G+ ψ)2
(15) 499

where Θ � 2L2δ2+(2+λ/4μ)(L−1)Lδ2+
L
�

i∈I
�

j∈Ji
γ2

ij

J2 + 500

6μL 1
J

�
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

εij and ψ = max
�

64μ
λ , 4L

�
. 501

Proof: Please see Appendix B. 502

It can be seen that with an appropriate diminishing learning 503

rate, the optimal global model is obtained after a sufficient 504

large number of global rounds, i.e., lim
G→∞

E{�wG −w∗�2} ∝ 505

lim
G→∞

1
G → 0. 506

1) Flexible User Aggregation: To reduce completion time, 507

it is also of practical interest to perform a flexible user aggre- 508

gation which allows fewer UEs to participate in the training 509

process in each round. The convergence of FedAvg with partial 510

user participation has been studied in [35]. The large variance 511

due to non-i.i.d. data can be controlled by fine-tuned learning 512

rates. We will detail the flexible aggregation strategy over 513

wireless fog-cloud systems in Section IV-D. 514

IV. NETWORK-AWARE OPTIMIZATION OF FedFog OVER 515

WIRELESS FOG-CLOUD SYSTEMS 516

The proposed wireless fog-cloud scheme to support FedFog 517

consists of five main steps, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Com- 518

pared to traditional FL algorithms over wireless communica- 519

tions systems [19], [20], [23], [24], the additional steps of 520

FedFog’s performance optimization (Step 1), model down- 521

loading/uploading between CS and FSs (mini-steps S2-1 and 522

S4-3), and aggregation of local models at FSs (mini-step S4-2) 523

are added to enable FedFog over wireless fog-cloud systems. 524

Unlike [19], [20], [24], the resource allocation algorithm (S1) 525

is done in each round since the future training loss has not 526

been revealed. 527
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A. Network and Computation Costs Model528

In this section, we focus on minimizing the completion time529

of FedFog and the global loss in (3). The communication delay530

between FSs (or BSs) and CS (i.e., S2-1 and S4-3) to exchange531

a single model update in both DL and UL is neglected since532

in many practical networks, they can be connected through533

backhaul links with sufficiently large capacities (i.e., high-534

speed optical ones). For example, advanced optical fiber is535

considered as the most viable solution to meet the extremely536

low latency requirements of backhaul links between FSs and537

CS, i.e., down to 150 microseconds [43]. In addition, FSs538

and CS are often equipped with much higher computational539

power than UEs to execute tasks [44], [45]. Therefore, the540

latency of execution time of the resource allocation algorithm541

(S1), aggregate local models at FSs (S4-2) and global training542

update at CS (S5) is ignored.543

1) Communication Model: We assume that BS i ∈ I544

(installed FS i) is equipped with Ki antennas to serve Ji545

single-antenna UEs via a shared wireless medium. Let us546

denote by hdl
ij (g) ∈ CKi×1 and hul

ij (g) ∈ CKi×1 the547

channel (column) vectors between BS i and UE (i, j) in548

downlink (DL) and uplink (UL), respectively. The channel549

vector hxij(g) with x ∈ {dl, ul} is modeled as hxij(g) =550 �
ϕij(g)h̄xij(g), which accounts for both the effects of551

large-scale fading ϕij(g) (e.g., path loss and shadowing) with552

a low degree of mobility and small-scale fading h̄xij(g) ∼553

CN (0, IKi) and remains unchanged during round g, but554

changes independently from one round to another. Let W dl,555

W ul, and N0 be the DL and UL system bandwidths (Hz), and556

noise power spectral density (dBm/Hz) at receivers, respec-557

tively. The communication delay of UL can be predominant558

over DL since BSs are typically equipped with much higher559

power budget than UEs as well as they have high bandwidth560

used for data broadcasting. Therefore, we allocate the DL561

bandwidth equally to BS i as W dl
i = W dl/I, ∀i ∈ I.562

Adopting frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) for UL563

wireless links from UEs to BSs, we denote the UL bandwidth564

allocated to UE (i, j) at round g by βij(g)W ul, satisfying565 �
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

βij(g) ≤ 1, ∀g. Under FDMA, the optimal566

receiver (i.e., maximum ratio combining, hHk /�hk�) is used567

for the UL transmission. Let Sdl and Sul denote the data size568

(in bits) of the updated parameters in DL and UL, respectively.569

In this paper, we have Sdl < Sul since UEs are required570

to additionally send the local loss value to CS to design a571

stopping criteria.572

Each BS i ∈ I broadcasts the latest global model to all Ji573

UEs using physical-layer multicasting, where the broadcasting574

transmission rate of each BS is simply determined by its575

slowest user [46]. The DL achievable rate (a lower bound on576

the ergodic rate) in bits/s of UE (i, j) to download the latest577

global model from BS i at round g can be computed as1:578

rdlij (g) = W dl
i log

�
1 + min

j∈Ji

SNRdl
ij (g)

�
(16)579

where the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is SNRdl
ij (g) =580

Pmax
i E{�hdl

ij(g)�2}
W dlN0

= Pmax
i Kiϕij(g)
W dlN0

, and Pmax
i denotes the581

1A more sophisticated beamformer is beyond the scope of this paper.

maximum transmit power at BS i. Here, we consider a worst- 582

case SNR against the noise power, i.e., W dl
i N0 ≤ W dlN0. 583

The DL communication delay of UE (i, j) at round g is 584

tdl,coij (g) =
Sdl

rdlij (g)
(17) 585

which is the same for all UE (i, j) associated with BS 586

i. Similarly, the UL communication delay for UE (i, j) to 587

transmit the trained parameters to BS i using FDMA is 588

tul,coij (g) =
Sul

rulij (g)
, 589

with rulij (g) = βij(g)W ul log
�
1 + SNRul

ij (g)
�

(18) 590

where SNRul
ij (g) =

pij(g)Kiϕij(g)
W ulN0

, and pij(g) is the transmit 591

power coefficient of UE (i, j) during the local model upload- 592

ing phase, subject to the power constraint pij(g) ≤ Pmax
ij . 593

2) Computation and Energy Consumption Models at UEs: 594

Denote by cij the number of CPU cycles required for exe- 595

cuting 1 data bit of UE (i, j), which assumes to be known a 596

prior by an offline measurement [47]. Let fij(g) be the CPU 597

clock speed of UE (i, j), which can be chosen in the range 598

[fmin
ij , fmax

ij ]. Then, the computation delay for local training 599

updates at UE (i, j) over L local iterations at round g can be 600

expressed as 601

tcpij (g) = L
cijSB
fij(g)

(19) 602

where SB denotes the mini-batch size. 603

The total energy consumed by UE (i, j) at round g can be 604

formulated as: 605

Eij(g) = pij(g)t
ul,co
ij (g)� � �

Eco
ij (g)

+L
θij
2
cijSBf2ij(g)� � �
Ecp

ij (g)

(20) 606

where Ecoij (g) is the energy consumption required to transmit 607

the trained local model via the UL, and Ecpij (g) is the energy 608

consumed for local executions; The constant θij/2 represents 609

the average switched capacitance and the average activity 610

factor of UE (i, j) [48], [49]. 611

B. Network-Aware Optimization Problem 612

We assume that UEs communicate asynchronously with 613

BSs [23], [24]. The delay of one global round (say, round 614

g) of FedFog is 615

T (g) = max
∀i,j

�
tdl,coij (g) + tcpij (g) + tul,coij (g)

�
. (21) 616

The completion time for implementing FedFog over G global 617

rounds is thus TΣ =
�

g∈G T (g). The simplest way to 618

compute T is to set a sufficiently large value of G [19], [23], 619

[24], which ensures the convergence of FedFog. However, such 620

a solution may require redundant transmissions of training 621

models between UEs and CS, resulting in an extra cost. 622

Therefore, it is necessary to design a stopping criteria to output 623

an optimal value G∗ ≤ G, which helps to achieve a lower 624

communication cost T ∗
Σ =

�G∗−1
g=0 T (g). Inspired by [25], 625

we solve (3) by FedFog, taking into account the iterative costs. 626
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1) Cost Function and Performance Measure: The general627

cost function should capture both the global loss function and628

the completion time, which are two prime objectives in FL629

algorithms, to provide a more precise measurement on the630

system performance. We first introduce a cost function over631

G global rounds based on the multi-objective optimization632

method [50]:633

C(G) � α
F (wG)
F0

+ (1 − α)

�
g∈G T (g)
T0

(22)634

where α ∈ [0, 1] is the priority parameter. In addition,635

F0 > 0 and T0 > 0 denote the references of the loss value and636

the completion time, respectively, which are used to deal with637

the different dimensions of the two quantities. We can see that638

minimizing both the global loss function and the completion639

time are conflicting. In particular, the lower the completion640

time, the higher the global loss, resulting in low accuracy641

of the learning model. Therefore, the priority parameter α642

is imposed to create a trade-off between the two objective643

functions. The higher the value of α, the higher the completion644

time that the FedFog is willing to spend to achieve a better645

accuracy of the learning model.646

Remark 2: We note that minimizing the cost function C(G)647

requires complete information about the network across G648

global rounds, which is obviously unaffordable in hierarchi-649

cal FL-supported wireless fog-cloud networks. In particular,650

to compute the cost function C(G) in (22) over G global651

rounds in an offline manner, we need to have the sequences652

{F (wg)}∀g and {T (g)}∀g in advance, which is unrealistic653

since the future values at round g + 1 (i.e., F (wg+1) and654

T (g + 1)) are not revealed at the beginning of round g. This655

calls for an alternating procedure, solely based on the network656

information in each global round. The training time will be657

accumulated after each global round.658

Based on the above discussions, we consider the following659

minimization problem of joint learning and communication at660

round g:661

minimize
wg,p(g),
f(g),β(g)

C(g) � α
F (wg)
F0

+ (1 − α)

�g
g�=0 T (g�)
T0

(23a)662

s.t. Eij(g) ≤ Emax, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji, (23b)663

SNRul
ij (g) ≥ SNRmin, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji, (23c)664

pij(g) ≤ Pmax
ij , ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji, (23d)665

fmin
ij ≤ fij(g) ≤ fmax

ij , ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji, (23e)666 �
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

βij(g) ≤ 1 (23f)667

where p(g) � {pij(g)}∀i,j , f(g) � {fij(g)}∀i,j and β(g) �668

{βij(g)}∀i,j . Constraints (23b) and (23c) indicate the max-669

imum energy consumption requirement Emax and the mini-670

mum SNR requirement SNRmin for performing one round of671

FedFog, respectively. As discussed previously, (23d), (23e) and672

(23f) are the transmit power, CPU-frequency and bandwidth673

constraints for UE (i, j), respectively.674

We can see that it is not possible to minimize the two675

quantities in (23a) simultaneously since they are optimized on676

different time slots. Intuitively, problem (23) can be decom- 677

posed into two sub-problems at round g as follows: 678

min
wg∈Rq

F (w|D) (24) 679

which is the FL problem solved by Algorithm 1, solely based 680

on the UEs’ local datasets, and 681

minimize
p(g),f(g),β(g)

C(g)| s.t. (23b) − (23f) (25) 682

which is the resource allocation sub-problem of joint com- 683

putation and communication resources solved at CS for a 684

given F (wg) obtained in the last global round. We note that 685

minimizing the cost function C(g) in (25) is equivalent to 686

minimizing the delay of one global round, i.e. T (g), since the 687

total delay of the previous round is already revealed at round 688

g. 689

C. Proposed Path-Following Algorithm to Solve (25) 690

In what follows, we treat the loss function F (wg) as a 691

constant and rewrite (23a) equivalently as 692

C(g) = (1 − α)
T (g)
T0

+ C̄(g) (26) 693

where C̄(g) � αF (wg)
F0

+(1−α)
�g−1

g�=0
T (g�)

T0
is also a constant 694

at round g since
�g−1

g�=0 T (g�) is already computed in the 695

previous rounds. 696

Problem (25) is nonconvex due to the non-concavity of 697

(23a) and non-convexity of (23b). By introducing new vari- 698

ables t(g) and τ (g) � {τij(g)}∀i,j , problem (25) is rewritten 699

as 700

minimize
p(g),f(g),β(g)
t(g),τ(g)

C(g) � (1 − α)
t(g)
T0

+ C̄(g) (27a) 701

s.t. tdl,coij (g) + L
cijSB
fij(g)

+
Sul

τij(g)
≤ t(g), ∀i, j, 702

(27b) 703

rulij (g) ≥ τij(g), ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji, (27c) 704

Sul

pij(g)
τij(g)

+ L
θij
2
cijSB f2ij(g) ≤ Emax, ∀i, j, 705

(27d) 706

pij(g) ≥ SNRmin W ulN0

Kiϕij(g)
, ∀i, j, (27e) 707

(23d), (23e), (23f) (27f) 708

where (27d) and (27e) are transformed from (23b) and (23c), 709

respectively. The equivalence between (25) and (27) is due 710

to the fact that constraints (27b) and (27c) must hold with 711

equality at optimum for at least some of the slowest UEs. 712

In problem (27), the nonconvex parts include (27c) and (27d), 713

which can be convexified by IA framework [39]. 714

Let us treat (27c) first. We make the variable change 715

β̃ij(g) =
1

βij(g)
≥ 1, ∀i, j to equivalently rewrite (27c) as 716

(27c) ⇔

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1
β̃ij(g)

log
�
1 +

1
ωij(g)

�
≥ τij(g)

W ul
(28a)

pij(g)Kiϕij(g)
W ulN0

≥ 1
ωij(g)

(28b)
717
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where β̃(g) � {β̃ij(g)}∀i,j and ω(g) � {ωij(g)}∀i,j are718

newly introduced variables. Constraint (28) is convex and can719

be cast into a second-order cone (SOC) one. In (28a), the720

function 1
β̃ij(g)

log
�
1+ 1

ωij(g)

�
is convex which can be verified721

by checking the Hessian matrix. Applying the inequality [51,722

Appendix A], we iteratively convexify constraint (28a) at723

iteration κ+ 1 as724

Rul,(κ)
ij

�
β̃ij(g), ωij(g)

�
� a

(κ)
ij − b

(κ)
ij ωij(g) − c

(κ)
ij β̃ij(g)725

≥ τij(g)
W ul

, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji (29)726

where a
(κ)
ij � 2 1

β̃
(κ)
ij (g)

log
�
1 + 1

ω
(κ)
ij (g)

�
+ 1

β̃
(κ)
ij (g)(ω

(κ)
ij (g)+1)

,727

b
(κ)
ij � 1

β̃
(κ)
ij (g)ω

(κ)
ij (g)(ω

(κ)
ij (g)+1)

and c
(κ)
ij � 1

(β̃
(κ)
ij (g))2

log
�
1 +728

1

ω
(κ)
ij (g)

�
are positive constants. Here β̃

(κ)
ij (g) and ω

(κ)
ij (g)729

are the feasible points of β̃ij(g) and ωij(g) obtained730

at iteration κ, respectively. It is clear that the func-731

tion Rul,(κ)
ij

�
β̃ij(g), ωij(g)

�
is concave lower bound of732

1
β̃ij(g)

log
�
1+ 1

ωij(g)

�
. Next, applying [51, Eq. (B.1)] to pij(g)

λij(g)
733

in (27d) yields734

Sul

2

� 1

τ
(κ)
ij (g)p(κ)

ij (g)
p2
ij(g) +

p
(κ)
ij (g)

2τij(g) − τ
(κ)
ij (g)

�
735

+L
θij
2
cijSBf2ij(g) ≤ Emax, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji (30)736

which is the convex constraint.737

Bearing all the above in mind, we solve the following inner738

convex approximate program at iteration κ+ 1:739

minimize
p(g),f(g),β̃(g)
t(g),τ(g),ω(g)

C(g) � (1 − α)
t(g)
T0

+ C̄(g) (31a)740

s.t. tdl,coij (g) + L
cijSB
fij(g)

+
Sul

τij(g)
≤ t(g), ∀i, j,741

(31b)742

0.5
�
pij(g) + ωij(g)

�
≥743 ���

�
W ulN0

Kiϕij(g)
; 0.5(pij(g) − ωij(g))

���, ∀i, j,744

(31c)745 �
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

1
β̃ij(g)

≤ 1, (31d)746

(23d), (23e), (27e), (29), (30) (31e)747

where the SOC constraint (31c) is derived from (28). We suc-748

cessively solve (31) and update the optimization variables749

(p(κ)(g), β̃
(κ)

(g), τ (κ)(g),ω(κ)(g)) until convergence. The750

proposed path-following procedure to solve (25) is sum-751

marized in Algorithm 2. The initial feasible values for752

(p(0)(g), β̃
(0)

(g), τ (0)(g),ω(0)(g)) are required for starting753

the IA procedure. We first randomly generate p
(0)
ij (g) ∈754 �

SNRmin W ulN0
Kiϕij(g)

, Pmax
ij

�
, ∀i, j and then set β̃

(0)
ij (g) =755

J, τ
(0)
ij (g) = 1

JW
ul log

�
1 +

p
(0)
ij (g)Kiϕij(g)

W ulN0

�
, ω

(0)
ij (g) =756

W ulN0

p
(0)
ij (g)Kiϕij(g)

, ∀i, j.757

Algorithm 2 Proposed Path-Following Procedure for Solving
(25)
Initialization: Set κ := 0 and choose initial feasible values for

(p(0)(g), β̃
(0)

(g), τ (0)(g),ω(0)(g)) to constraints in (31)
1: repeat
2: Solve (31) to obtain the optimal solutions�

p∗(g), f∗(g), β̃
∗
(g), t∗(g), τ ∗(g),ω∗(g)

�

3: Update
�
p(κ+1)(g), β̃

(κ+1)
(g), τ (κ+1)(g),ω(κ+1)(g)

�
:=�

p∗(g), β̃
∗
(g), τ ∗(g),ω∗(g)

�

4: Set κ := κ + 1
5: until Convergence
6: Output: The optimal solutions

�
p∗(g), f∗(g),β∗(g)

�
where

β∗
ij(g) = 1/β̃∗

ij(g),∀i, j

Convergence and complexity analysis: The path-following 758

Algorithm 2 is based on the IA framework [39], where 759

all approximate functions in (31) are satisfied IA properties 760

in [52]. In particular, Algorithm 2 produces better solutions 761

after each iteration, which converge to at least a local optimal 762

solution when κ → ∞, satisfying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker 763

(KKT) conditions [39, Theorem 1]. Problem (31) includes 764

7J+1 linear and conic constraints and 5J+1 scalar decision 765

variables. By a general interior-point method [53, Chapter 6], 766

the worst-case of per-iteration complexity of Algorithm 2 is 767

O
�√

7J(5J)3
�
. 768

D. Proposed Network-Aware Optimization Algorithms 769

We note that (31) is a discrete convex program of (25) 770

in each global round g ∈ G. Towards a practical appli- 771

cation, we use the theoretical results above to develop the 772

network-aware optimization algorithms in distributed environ- 773

ments due to the causal setting. 774

Assumption 4: In addition to Assumption 1, we further 775

assume that the local loss function Fij(w), ∀i ∈ I and j ∈ Ji 776

is λ-strongly convex and non-increasing. 777

Proposition 1: Let Assumption 4 hold. Since the cost 778

function C(g) is a discrete convex function, there always 779

exists G∗ > 0 as a minimizer of the problem: G∗ := 780

argming∈G C(g), where C(G∗ − 1) ≥ C(G∗) and C(G∗) ≤ 781

C(G∗ + 1). 782

From Assumption 4, we can show that the global loss function 783

F (wg) is non-increasing while the completion time function 784�
g∈G T (g) is non-decreasing over time. It implies that we can 785

stop FedFog at roundG∗ once the stopping condition C(G∗)− 786

C(G∗ − 1) > 0 is met, without incurring in extra costs. The 787

optimal solution G∗ can be found by tracking the sign of 788

two consecutive values of the cost function C(g). However, 789

the non-increasing sequence of the global loss function may 790

not hold true in all global rounds due to non-i.i.d. data and 791

stochastic noise of the random sampling of mini-batchs. In this 792

case, a few more rounds are needed to avoid an improper early 793

convergence of FedFog. This phenomenon will be empirically 794

justified by numerical results. 795

1) Full User Aggregation: The complete algorithm with the 796

full user aggregation is summarized in Algorithm 3, where 797

� in Step 18 is a small positive constant. In Step 19, the 798

condition g ≥ Ḡ is added to guarantee a comparable accuracy 799
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Algorithm 3 Proposed FedFog-Based Network-Aware Opti-
mization Algorithm With Full User Aggregation

1: Input: L, G, I , Ji, Dij , k̄, B, Emax, �, SNRmin, Pmax
ij , fmin

ij , and
fmax
ij , ∀i, j

2: Initial parameters at CS: Initialize w0, η0, and set G∗ = G, g =
0

3: while g ≤ G− 1 do
4: Run Algorithm 2 and then broadcast the optimal solutions to

UEs using dedicated control channel //(S1)
5: CS broadcasts wg to all FSs //(S2-1)
6: for i ∈ I in parallel do
7: FS i broadcasts wg to Ji UEs //(S2-2)
8: for j ∈ Ji in parallel do
9: Overwrite wg

ij,0 := wg

10: for � = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1 do
11: UE (i, j) randomly samples a new mini-batch Bg

ij,� with
size B; and computes ∇Fij(w

g
ij,�|B

g
ij,�) and Fij(w

g)
//(S3)

12: end for
13: UE (i, j) sends Δwg

ij �
�

�∈L∇Fij(w
g
ij,�|B

g
ij,�) and

Fij(w
g) to FS i //(S4-1)

14: end for
15: FS i calculates wg

i :=
�

j∈Ji
Δwg

ij and Fi(w
g) :=�

j∈Ji
Fij(w

g), and then forwards them to CS //(S4-2 &
S4-3)

16: end for
17: CS performs global training update wg+1 := wg −

ηg
�

i∈I Δw
g
i

J
; and calculates the cost function C(g) =

α
�

i∈I Fi(w
g)

JF0
+ (1− α)

�g

g�=0
T (g�)

T0
//(S5)

18: if C(g)− C(g − 1) ≥ � then
19: if (k ≥ k̄ && g ≥ Ḡ) then
20: Set G∗ = g − k̄; Break and go to step 28
21: end if
22: Set k := k + 1
23: else
24: k ← 0
25: end if
26: Set g := g + 1
27: end while
28: Output: w∗, G∗, F (wG∗

) and T ∗
Σ =

�G∗+k̄+1
g=0 T (g)

of the learning model, where Ḡ is the required minimum800

number of global rounds. The actual value of Ḡ may depend801

on the specific ML applications, FL algorithms and datasets.802

The large variance of the global loss value, which is due to803

non-i.i.d. data and stochastic noise of the random sampling804

of mini-batchs, may lead to an improper early stop in Step805

18. To tackle this issue, CS may wait for some more global806

rounds to ensure the convergence of FedFog. If the condition807

C(g) − C(g − 1) ≥ � is met for k̄ > 0 consecutive rounds,808

we terminate Algorithm 3. We can see that to calculate the last809

cost value, an additional round of global and local updates is810

carried out at the end. As a result, the effective completion811

time for implementing FedFog in Algorithm 3 is given as812

T ∗
Σ =

�G∗+k̄+1
g=0 T (g).813

2) Flexible User Aggregation: We can see that in Algo-814

rithm 3, CS needs to wait for the slowest UEs (i.e., due to815

low computing capability, low battery level and unfavorable816

links) to perform the global training update in each round,817

which may result in higher training delay (so-called “straggler818

effect”). As shown in [35], each UE is only required to819

activate sometime but still guarantees the convergence of820

FedAvg. Thus, our next endeavor is to propose a flexible user821

aggregation to reduce completion time. The key idea is to train 822

strong UEs first to obtain a certain accuracy level, and then 823

more UEs will be allowed to join the training process until 824

convergence. 825

To achieve the above goal, we relax problem (27) as 826

minimize
p(g),f(g),β(g)

t(g),τ(g)

Ĉ(g) � (1 − α)
�

i∈I
�

j∈Ji
tij(g)

JT0
+ C̄(g) (32a) 827

s.t. tdl,coij (g) + L
cijSB

fij(g)
+ Sul

λij(g)
≤ tij(g), ∀i, j, (32b) 828

(23d), (23e), (23f), (27c), (27d), (27e) (32c) 829

where tij(g) is considered as a soft-latency of UE (i, j) and 830

t(g) � {tij(g)}∀i,j . For the objective (32a), CS will favor 831

UEs with better conditions by allocating more resources to 832

them, and thus achieving lower latency than other UEs. This 833

problem can be directly solved by Algorithm 2. Let S(g) be 834

the set of S(g) = |S(g)| UEs selected at round g. Given the 835

optimal solution {t∗ij(0)}∀i,j obtained from solving (32) at the 836

first round, CS determines a time threshold T (0) := Tmin to 837

allow the first S(0) = Jmin responded UEs (i.e., Jmin UEs 838

with the lowest delay) to participate in global updates, given 839

as 840

T (0) := Tmin = max
(i,j)∈S(0)

{tij(0)} (33) 841

where Jmin ∈ (0, J ] should be large enough to guarantee the 842

quality of learning. CS then synchronizes Tmin to all FSs, and 843

any UE (i, j) with higher latency (i.e., tij(0) > Tmin, ∀i, j) 844

will be ignored from the local aggregations at FSs. When the 845

certain accuracy level is obtained at round g, i.e., 846��� 1
S(g)

�
(i,j)∈S(g)

Δwg
ij

��� < ξ (34) 847

we increase the time threshold T (g) by ΔT to allow weaker 848

UEs to join the global update, i.e., S(g) := S(g − 1) ∪ 849

{UE (i, j)|tij(g) ≤ T (g)}, where ξ is a small positive 850

constant. This procedure is repeated untill all UEs are joined 851

the training process. We summarize the complete procedure 852

of flexible user aggregation in Algorithm 4. 853

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS 854

In this section, we numerically evaluate our proposal algo- 855

rithms in several scenarios. We first present the simulation 856

setup in Section V-A and validate the performance of FedFog 857

in Section V-B. The performance comparison of Algorithms 3 858

and 4 over a wireless fog-cloud network will be provided in 859

Section V-C. 860

A. Simulation Setup 861

1) ML Model and Data Samples: We consider an image 862

classification task using a multinomial logistic regression with 863

a convex loss function. The regularization parameter is fixed 864

to 10−4. We evaluate FedFog by training neural networks on 865

MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets. 866

• MNIST [54] contains 70K images of hand-written digits 867

0-9 with 60K training samples and 10K testing samples. 868

We train a fully-connected Neural Network (FCNN) 869
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Algorithm 4 Proposed FedFog-Based Network-Aware Opti-
mization Algorithm With Flexible User Aggregation

1: Input: L, G, I , Ji, Dij , Jmin, k̄, B, �, ξ, ΔT , Emax, SNRmin,
Pmax

ij , fmin
ij , and fmax

ij ∀i, j
2: Initial parameters at CS: Initialize w0, η0, and set Ĝ∗ = G, g =

0
3: while g ≤ G− 1 do
4: Run Algorithm 2 and then broadcast the optimal solutions to

UEs using dedicated control channel //(S1)
5: if g = 0 then
6: Calculate T (0) := Tmin and S(0) = {UE (i, j)|tij(0) ≤

Tmin, ∀i, j} in (33); Break and go to step 10
7: else if the condition (34) is met then
8: Update T (g) := T (g − 1) + ΔT and S(g) := S(g − 1) ∪

{UE (i, j)|tij(g) ≤ T (g)}
9: end if

10: CS broadcasts wg to all FSs //(S2-1)
11: for i ∈ I in parallel do
12: FS i broadcasts wg to Ji UEs //(S2-2)
13: for j ∈ Ji in parallel do
14: Overwrite wg

ij,0 := wg

15: for � = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1 do
16: UE (i, j) randomly samples a new mini-batch Bg

ij,� with
size B; and computes ∇Fij(w

g
ij,�|B

g
ij,�) and Fij(w

g)
//(S3)

17: end for
18: UE (i, j) sends Δwg

ij �
�

�∈L∇Fij(w
g
ij,�|B

g
ij,�) and

Fij(w
g) to FS i //(S4-1)

19: end for
20: FS i calculates wg

i :=
�

j∈Ji(g) Δwg
ij and Fi(w

g) :=�
j∈Ji(g) Fij(w

g) where Ji(g) is the subset of UEs with
tij(g) ≤ T (g), and then forwards them to CS //(S4-2 &
S4-3)

21: end for
22: CS performs global training update wg+1 := wg −

ηg
�

i∈I Δw
g
i

S(g)
; and calculates the cost function Ĉ(g) =

α
�

i∈I Fi(w
g)

S(g)F0
+ (1− α)

�g

g�=0
T (g�)

T0
//(S5)

23: if (Ĉ(g)− Ĉ(g − 1) ≥ � && S(g) = J) then
24: if (k ≥ k̄ && g ≥ Ḡ) then
25: Set Ĝ∗ = g − k̄; Break and go to step 33
26: end if
27: Set k := k + 1
28: else
29: k ← 0
30: end if
31: Set g := g + 1
32: end while
33: Output: w∗, Ĝ∗, F (wĜ∗

) and T̂ ∗
Σ =

�Ĝ∗+k̄+1
g=0 T (g)

with a single hidden layer using ReLU activation and870

a softmax layer at the end. There are (784 + 1) × 10 =871

7, 850 optimized parameters, where the input and output872

sizes of the NN model are 28 × 28 = 784 and 10,873

respectively. The initial learning rate is set to η0 = 0.001,874

which is decayed after every global round as ηg = η0

1.01g .875

• CIFAR-10 [55] consists of 60K colour images in 10 dif-876

ferent classes (e.g., airplanes, cars, birds, etc.) with 50K877

training images and 10K testing images, where each878

image in CIFAR-10 is 32× 32 colour image. We train a879

convolutional NN (CNN) which has two 3×3 convolution880

layers followed by 2×2 maxPooling, one fully-connected881

layer (128 units) using ReLU activation and a softmax at882

the output layer. The learning rate is set to ηg = η0

1.005g883

with η0 = 0.001.884

Fig. 4. A system topology with I = 5 FSs, J = 100 UEs and Ji = 20
UEs, ∀i.

TABLE II

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

2) Data Distribution: Due to the limited number of samples 885

on datasets, we consider 100 UEs concurrently participating 886

in the training process. There are 5 BSs (or FSs), each 887

has 20 UEs. We consider non-i.i.d. distributed data across the 888

network, where each UE has the same number of data samples 889

but contains only one of the ten classes. We generate an initial 890

global model as w0 = 0. 891

3) Simulation Parameters and Benchmark Schemes Over 892

Wireless Fog-Cloud Systems: We consider a system topology 893

shown in Fig. 4, where 5 BSs and 100 UEs are located within 894

a circle of 1-km radius. The locations of BSs are fixed during 895

the simulation. The large-scale fading (in dB) is generated as 896

ϕij(g) = −103.8 − 20.9 log(dij(g)), where dij(g) (in km) 897

is the distance between BS i and UE (i, j) at round g [23]. 898

By the IEEE 754-2008 standard, we use 32-bit float type to 899

store model weights and the local loss value. To illustrate 900

the heterogeneity of UEs, Pmax
ij is uniformly distributed 901

in [10, 23] dBm, cij is uniformly distributed in [10, 20] 902

cycles/bits, fmax
ij is uniformly distributed in [109, 3.109] 903

cycles/s and fmin
ij = 106 cycles/s. The other parameters are 904

specified in Table II, following [19], [20], [22], [23], [56]. 905

We set Emax
CIFAR-10 > Emax

MNIST since the batch size of CIFAR-10 906
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Fig. 5. Effect of mini-batch size B on the convergence of FedFog, with
L = 10.

is much larger than that of MNIST. In most cases, Algorithm 2907

converges in about 5 iterations. The results are averaged over908

100 simulation trials.909

For comparison purpose, we consider the following three910

schemes:911

Fig. 6. Effect of different numbers of local iterations L on the convergence
of FedFog, with B = 20.

• “Equal Bandwidth (EB):” Each UE (i, j) at round g is 912

allocated the fixed portion of bandwidth as βij(g) = 913

1/J, ∀i, j in uplink. 914

• “Fixed Resource Allocation (FRA):” Since the com- 915

munication delay is often dominant computation delay, 916
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Fig. 7. Average C(G) performances of Algorithm 3 with different values
of α.

Fig. 8. Completion time versus G for different schemes.

we assume that UE (i, j) uses its maximum transmit917

power (i.e., pij(g) = Pmax
ij , ∀i, j, g), and the frequency918

fij(g) is then computed by (23b) and (23e).919

Fig. 9. Trade-off between completion time and maximum energy consump-
tion requirement.

• “Sampling scheme [23], [35]:” At each global round, only 920

a subset J(g) is selected at random to participate in the 921

training process. This scheme allows more bandwidth to 922

be allocated to UEs in the uplink links. 923

B. Effect of Hyperparameters on FedFog (Algorithm 1) 924

In Fig. 5, we investigate the effect of mini-batch size B ∈ 925

{10, 20, 50} on the performance of FedFog for both MNIST 926

and CIFAR-10 datasets. It can be observed that increasing the 927

size of the mini-batch results in a better convergence rate of 928

FedFog since more data are trained in each iteration. However, 929

a very large mini-batch size (e.g., B = 50) slows down the 930

convergence rate of FedFog as it requires more local iterations 931

for the local model training to obtain the same accuracy of the 932

learning model with the medium mini-batch size (e.g., B = 933

20) in each round. In addition, large mini-batch sizes will 934

consume more power and require higher computation at local 935

UEs. 936

In wireless networks, the communication delay can domi- 937

nate computation delay, and therefore UEs tends to perform 938

more local updates before sending them to CS, resulting less 939

global model updates. In Fig. 6, we show the convergence 940

rate of FedFog with different values of local iterations L 941

and B = 20. In all settings, the larger L has a positive 942

impact of the convergence speed of FedFog; however, a very 943

large number of local iterations also lead to high computation 944

latency and divergent convergence. Hence, it is beneficial 945

to choose the appropriate values of L and B, which not 946

only boosts the convergence speed but also balances trade-off 947
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Fig. 10. Number of received gradients for flexible user aggregation-based
schemes, with Jmin = 20.

between computations and communications. In the following948

simulations, we set B = 20 and L = 20.949

C. Numerical Results for FedFog Over Wireless Fog-Cloud950

Systems (Algorithms 3 and 4)951

Fig. 7 depicts the average C(G) performances of Algo-952

rithm 3 with different values of the priority parameter α.953

As can be seen from this figure that, with small value of954

α, Algorithm 3 obtains a minimum cost function at small955

value of G, which may lead to an improper early termination.956

The reason is that, when α is small, the completion time,957

which is an increasing function of G, takes more effect on958

the cost function than the loss function. As expected, a larger959

value of α provides a better balance between the accuracy of960

the learning model and the running cost. Therefore, we set961

α = 0.7 in the following results.962

In Fig. 8, we show the performance comparison in terms of963

completion times among the considered schemes versus the964

number of global rounds. Clearly, Algorithm 3 outperforms965

the baseline schemes in all ranges of G, which is even deeper966

when G is large. The EB, which fairly allocates the fixed967

bandwidth to UEs (i.e., βij(g) = 1/J, ∀i, j, g), provides the968

worst performance as the bandwidth allocated to each UE969

has a great impact on both UL and DL transmission latency,970

leading to the serious straggler effects. These observations971

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed Algorithm 3972

by jointly optimizing the transmit power, CPU-frequency and973

Fig. 11. Performance comparison between Algorithm 4 and baseline schemes,
with Jmin = 20 and ΔT = 0.15s.

bandwidth. We can also see that the completion time of 974

CIFAR-10 CNN is much higher than that of MNIST-FCNN 975

since the latter has larger sizes (in bits) of data and model 976

training than the former. 977

The impact of the maximum energy consumption require- 978

ment, Emax, on the completion time is plotted in Fig. 9, 979

where we set k̄ = 5 for the stopping condition. Increasing 980

the threshold Emax results in lower completion times for all 981

schemes. This phenomenon is not surprising because with a 982

larger value of Emax, more power and CPU-frequency of UEs 983

can be used for the global training update and local model 984

training subject to constraint (23b). Again, Algorithm 3 still 985

offers the best performance out of the schemes considered. 986

Fig. 10 characterizes the number of received gradients for 987

flexible user aggregation-based schemes. We note that it is 988

often not beneficial to completely satisfy the condition (34). 989

Therefore, weaker UEs are allowed to participate in global 990

updates earlier after a fixed number of global rounds, say 991

ΔG. Here we set ΔG = 50, which is numerically shown 992

to significantly accelerate the convergence rate of FedFog. 993

As can be seen in Fig. 10(a) that increasing ΔT results in 994

higher number of received gradients. However, a large ΔT 995

(i.e., ΔT = 0.2s) will not only bring less benefit in terms of 996

the number of received gradients, but also lead to a higher 997

training time. In addition, the results in Fig. 10(b) show 998

that Algorithm 4 can boost the number of received gradients 999

compared to the baseline schemes with the same completion 1000

time. This results in better model training, as demonstrated in 1001

Fig. 11. 1002
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Fig. 12. Performance comparison between different schemes, with Jmin =
20, J(g) = 10, ∀g and ΔT = 0.15s.

Lastly, we compare the performance between the proposed1003

algorithms and the sampling scheme in Fig. 12, with J(g) =1004

10, ∀g for the latter. As expected, Algorithm 4 requires much1005

less completion time in Fig. 12(a) while still achieving the1006

comparable accuracy of the learning model in Fig. 12(b),1007

compared to Algorithm 3. On the other hand, the sampling1008

scheme has the lowest completion time due to a small number1009

of UEs participated in the training process, but exhibiting a1010

much slower convergence speed than Algorithms 3 and 4.1011

In other words, Algorithm 4 offers a good balance between1012

the quality of learning model and the communication cost.1013

VI. CONCLUSION1014

In this paper, we proposed the network-aware FL algorithm1015

for wireless fog-cloud systems, a novel methodology for opti-1016

mizing the distribution of ML tasks across users while tackling1017

inherent issues in fog-cloud scenarios. We characterized the1018

overall running cost of implementing the proposed FedFog1019

algorithm in discrete time intervals, taking into account the1020

effects of both computation and communication. The cost1021

function of the formulated problem captures the global loss1022

and overall cost in terms of the training time, which is1023

used to design the iteration-stopping criteria to produce a1024

desirable number of global rounds. The proposed scheme can1025

avoid the redundant cost with negligible negative impact on1026

the convergence rate and accuracy of the learning model.1027

We also developed a flexible user aggregation strategy to1028

mitigate the straggler effect, resulting in less completion1029

time of FedFog over wireless fog-cloud systems. Numerical1030

results with popular ML tasks were provided to validate the1031

effectiveness of the network-aware FL algorithm compared to 1032

existing baseline approaches. For future works, it would be 1033

interesting to develop and implement prototypes to validate 1034

the efficiency of FedFog in real-time environments. 1035

APPENDIX A: PROOF OF LEMMAS 1-3 1036

A. Proof of Lemma 1 1037

Since the variances of the stochastic gradients of any two 1038

UEs are independent, it follows that 1039

1
J2

E

	�� �
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

�
∇Fij(wg

ij,�) −∇F̄ij(wg
ij,�)

���2



1040

=
1
J2

�
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

E

	���
∇Fij(wg

ij,�) −∇F̄ij(wg
ij,�)

���2



1041

+
1
J4

�
(i,j) 	=(i�,j�)

E

	���
∇Fij(wg

ij,�) −∇F̄ij(wg
ij,�)

�
1042

×
�
∇Fi�j�(wg

i�j�,�) −∇F̄i�j�(wg
i�j�,�)

���2



1043

≤ 1
J2

�
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

γ2
ij (by Assumption 2). (A.1) 1044

B. Proof of Lemma 2 1045

From the definition of w̄g
� there always exists �� ≤ �, that 1046

satisfies �− �� ≤ L− 1. First, it is true that �w̄g
� − wg

ij,�

��2= 1047

�(w̄g
� − w̄g

��) − (wg
ij,� − w̄g

��)�2 = �w̄g
� − w̄g

���2 − 2
w̄g
� − 1048

w̄g
�� ,w

g
ij,� − w̄g

��� + �wg
ij,� − w̄g

���2. In addition, we have 1049


w̄g
� − w̄g

�� ,
�

i∈I
�

j∈Ji
wg
ij,� − w̄g

��� = �w̄g
� − w̄g

���2. Thus, 1050

it follows that 1051

1
J

E

	 �
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

��w̄g
� − wg

ij,�

��2
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=
1
J

�
i∈I

�
j∈Ji
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��2
1057

≤ (�− ��)Lη2
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2 ≤ (L− 1)Lη2
gδ

2
1058

(due to �− �� ≤ L− 1). (A.2) 1059

C. Proof of Lemma 3 1060

Given w̄g
�+1 = w̄g

� − ηg∇F (w̄g
� ) and ∇F̄ (w̄g

� ) � 1061

1
J

�
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

∇F̄ij(wg
ij,�) = E{∇F (w̄g

� )}, it follows that 1062

�w̄g
�+1 − w∗�2

1063
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= �w̄g
� − w∗ − ηg∇F̄ (w̄g

� ) + ηg(∇F̄ (w̄g
� ) −∇F (w̄g

� ))�2
1064

= �w̄g
� − w∗ − ηg∇F̄ (w̄g

� )�
2� � �

�A

1065

+ η2
g�∇F̄ (w̄g

� ) −∇F (w̄g
� )�2� � �

�B

(A.3)1066

since E{
w̄g
� −w∗− ηg∇F̄ (w̄g

� ),∇F̄ (w̄g
� )−∇F (w̄g

� )�} = 0.1067

We first focus on the expected bound of A by rewriting it as:1068

A = �w̄g
� − w∗�2� � �

�A1

−2ηg
w̄g
� − w∗,∇F̄ (w̄g

� )�� � �
�A2

1069

+ η2
g�∇F̄ (w̄g

� )�2� � �
�A3

. (A.4)1070

For A2 and from Assumption 1 on λ-strongly convex, we have1071

A2 = −2ηg
1
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g
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λ

2
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ij,� − w∗�2
��
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(A.5)1077

For A3 and from Assumption 1 on μ−smooth, we have1078

A3 = η2
g�

1
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ij,�)�
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1080
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ij

�
. (A.6)1081

Substituting (A.5) and (A.6) into (A.4), it follows that1082

A ≤ (1 − 0.5ληg)�w̄g
� − w∗�2

1083

+ (1 + ληg)
1
J

�
i∈I

�
j∈Ji

�w̄g
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ij,��
2 +A4 (A.7)1084

where we use the fact that −ληg 1
J �w

g
ij,� − w∗�2 ≤1085

−ληg(0.5�w̄g
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, and1087
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−1088
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g
ij,�) − F̄ij(w∗)

�
.1089

To bound A4, we define η̄g = 2ηg(1 − 2μηg) and assume1090

ηg ≤ 1
4μ . Thus, we have η̄g ∈ [ηg 2ηg] and hence1091

A4 = −2ηg(1 − 2μηg)
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Further, it is noted that 1098
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(A.9) 1101

Applying Assumption 1 and �∇F̄ij(wg
ij,�)�2 ≤ 1102

2μ
�
F̄ij(w

g
ij,�) − F ∗

ij

�
to (A.9), after some manipulations we 1103

can obtain 1104

A4 ≤ η̄g(ηgμ− 1)
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(A.10) 1107

Substituting (A.7) and (A.10) into (A.3), we have 1108
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due to ηg ≤ 1/4μ and η̄g(1 − ηgμ) ≤ 2ηg, where 1112
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APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM 1 1117

Similar to [35], [42], let us define Qg� � �w̄g
� − w∗�2 and 1118

Q̄g� = E{Qg�}. From (A.11), we have 1119
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where w̄g
�� is a minimizer of 1
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In addition, �w̄g
�+1 − w∗� ≤ �w̄g

� − w∗� + ηg�∇F (w̄g
� )�1126

or �w̄g+1 − w∗� ≤ �w̄g
� − w∗� + ηg

�L−1
k=� �∇F (w̄g

k)�.1127

As a result, we can show that Qg� ≤ 0.5Qg+1 −1128
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k)�)2. Hence, (B.2) is rewritten as1129
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Assuming the learning rate ηg ≤ 4/λL and taking the1133

expectation of both sides of (B.3), we have1134
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We consider a diminishing learning rate ηg = 16
λ(g+1+ψ)1140

with ψ = max
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> 0, satisfying η1 ≤ min{ 1
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